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Abstract
The mathematical model of the distribution of deformation-relaxation and heat-mass fields in capillary-porous
materials with fractal structure in the process of drying wood is regarded in the article. We used differential
equations in partial derivatives of fractional order in description of this model. To describe the creep of wood
fractional exponential Rabotnov’s function was used. The numerical solution of the problem for different values
of the fractional derivative was obtained by difference method. The comparative characterezation beetwen the
use of mathematical tools of differential equations of fractional order and traditional methods for finding the
numerical solution of this problem was conducted.
Keywords: fractional order of a derivative, fractal, non-isothermal moisture transfer, capillary-porous materials,
numerical method, deformation-relaxation field
1. Introduction
Nowadays there is an urgent research problem of creating adequate mathematical models of distributing
deformation-relaxation and temperature-humiditive fields in drying materials. The solution of this problem is
complicated by the fact that wood is characterized by high hydrophobicity, great variability of physical and
mechanical properties of its structure in the directions of anisotropy. Environments characterized by such
properties are called environments with fractal structure. Thus not only the presence of physical and
mathematical models adequate the real processes but also the choice of efficient numerical method for its
implementation is actual for analyzing the process of wood drying.
Mathematical model of non-isothermal moisture transfer in wood during drying was described by G.S. Shubin,
P.V. Bilej, Ya.I. Sokolowskyi, P.S. Syergowskyi, J.-G. Salin. Taking into account the complexity of the wood
material structure they regarded different ways of constructing mathematical models allowing to simplify the
task through reducing the dimension of the problem, the constancy of temperature and moisture fields, ignoring
their anisotropy.
A significant contribution to the study of the stress-strain state in wood during drying was made by B.N. Uholjev,
Ya.I. Sokolowskyi, B.P. Poberejko, S. Svensson, T. Toratti, M. Lawniczak. Various models and corresponding
rheological equations for modeling deformation of the sample with a narrow range of variation of temperature
and moisture characteristics were proposed by them. Nevertheless, on the base of their works we can conclude
that the construction of the general equation of the rheological state of wood during drying is rather a difficult
and not completely solved problem.
To describe the rheological behavior of the environment in the linear region familiar rheological models were
used. The main drawback of these models is that the material properties such as "memory", the complex nature
of spatial correlations and the effects of self-organization were not taken into consideration by them. All these
properties are considered in the process of formation the fractal rheological model by using the mathematical
tool of integration and differentiation of fractional order in our investigation.
Thus, the fractal mathematical model of non-isothermal moisture transfer in capillary-porous materials during
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drying described by a system of differential equations with partial derivatives of fractional order and the
corresponding initial and boundary conditions was constructed. For simulating the rheological behavior of wood
during drying the fractal patterns formed by sequential or parallel connection of the elastic and fractal element
were used.
2. Production of a Problem
The process of drying wood can be described by a mathematical model consisting of a system of differential
equations with partial derivatives of fractional order:
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U - humidity; T - temperature;  - time; i (T ,U ) - coefficients of thermal conductivity;
ai (T , U ) - coefficients of humidity conductivity ; n - outside normal; U P (t c ,  ) - the equilibrium
humidity, which is a function of ambient temperature t c and relative humidity of the environment  ;
c(T ,U ) - thermal capacity;  (U ) - density;  0 - base density;  - phase transition coefficient;  - the
speed of drying agent; r - heat of vaporization;  i (t c , ) - heat transfer coefficient;  (t c ,  , ) moisture transfer coefficient;  (T ,U ) - thermogradient coefficient;  - fractional derivative order

where

(describing the part of the channels open for flow).

Replacing real materials with their idealized models is based on the fact that some properties of these materials
are realized in the majority of cases most clearly. Rejecting all the unimportant properties we can construct an
ideal model with dominative characteristics of real materials. In particular, taking into account only the
properties of elasticity and viscosity we can construct simple rheological models used in the researches based on
the viscous-elastic theory. These patterns are formed by sequential or parallel connection of the elastic and
viscous elements. The behavior of the elastic element is based on Hooke's law and the behavior of the viscous
element is based on Newton’s law of viscosity.
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Constructed in this way the simple rheological models will not include such material properties as "memory",
complex nature of spatial correlations, and effects of self-organization that characterize wood. That’s why we
suggest to use the mathematical tool of integration and differentiation of fractional order for description of
Newton's law of viscosity, allowing to take into account the above mentioned material properties of wood. Thus
using this mathematical tool to describe the viscous properties of the element allows to create a new item, that is
called a fractal element. This element has all the properties of the viscous element and allows to take into
account the effects of "memory", complex nature of spatial correlations and self-organization of the material.
The Kelvin’s fractal model characterized by serial connection of Voigt’s fractal model (parallel connection of
elastic and fractal element) and an elastic element was constructed by us.

Figure 1. Kelvin’s fractal model
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Thus, the relationship between stress  and deformation  can be written as (7). Here
operator of differentiation of fractional order.
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Relaxation function will be as follows:
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Accordingly, the energy dissipation function will be as follows:
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To simulate the stress-deformable state of wood components of the displacement vector
be found, which satisfies the equation of equilibrium
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Boundary conditions (which take into account the symmetry of the problem area) are the following:
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The notations are introduced here   ( 11 ,  22 ,  12 )T – stress component vector, B – matrix of differential
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The correlation between displacements and vector of deformations   ( 11 ,  22 ,  12 ) T can be shown as

  Bu
The relationship between stress and strain components can be written using integral equations:
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where  (t , ) - creep core, R (t , ) - relaxation core.
3. The Numerical Method for Solving Differential Equations of Derivatives with Fractional Order

 in the interval  n ; n 1  in the sense of Riemann-Liouville

We define the derivative of fractional order
problem:
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n – index of the corresponding time interval  n ; n 1 .
We write the finite-difference approximation of the derivative of first order f ' ( ) in the interval  n ; n 1
the finite differences form:
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Thus, the approximation of derivative of fractional order  on the interval  n ; n 1
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is defined as follows:
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For finding the numerical solution of the problem (1) - (4) the predictor-corrector method was used. This method
based on the finite-difference approximation (18). As a predictor the explicit difference scheme was used and as
a corrector - the implicit.
4. Results and Discussion

To find the numerical values of temperature and moisture fields and the components of stress and strain tensors
during drying materials with a fractal structure that include wood we determined the parameter of material
fractality  by approximating the experimental data of wood creep obtained by taking into account all
necessary requirements for conducting the experiment. It was found that this parameter depends on temperature,
moisture content and species of wood.
Table 1. Parameter of wood fractality that depends on the species of wood and moisture content
moisture
wood
pine
birch
beech
oak

12%

24%

40%

0,8211
0,8728
0,9071
0,9244

0,8254
0,8781
0,9088
0,9255

0,8312
0,8803
0,9103
0,9263

Table 1 shows the value parameter of wood fractality that depends on the species of wood and moisture content.
As it is seen from the results, increasing moisture content decreases the degree of wood fractality, it gets closer to
1.
Table 2. Parameter of the wood fractality that depends on the species of wood and temperature
temperature
wood

40 0С

60 0С

80 0С

pine
birch
beech
oak

0,8211
0,8728
0,9071
0,9244

0,8392
0,,8841
0,9196
0,9367

0,8665
0,8937
0,9304
0,9446

Table 2 shows the parameter of the wood fractality that depends on the species of wood and temperature. As it is
seen from the given results, increasing temperature decreases the wood fractality. The temperature of wood has
much greater impact on the degree of wood fractality than the moisture content. Also, comparing the data of
table 1 and table 2 we come to the conclusion that the fractality degree of softwood is higher than of hardwood.
The numerical calculations of the temperature and moisture fields and the components of stress and deformation
tensors during drying materials with fractal structure were conducted. Oak was selected as the material, with the
initial value of moisture content u0  0.4 kg/kg, temperature T0  40 0C and the environment temperature
tc  70 0C . The fractality parameter of this material with the given above values of temperature and moisture
content was found by approximating the experimental data of oak creep. It equals   0.9263 .
On Fig. 2 we see the distribution of temperature fields on the samples with different geometrical dimensions
depending on the spatial coordinates after the first hour of drying. As a sample a bar of the sizes l1  l2  , was
taken where l1 and l2 are the halves of the geometric dimensions.
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(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 2. Distribution of temperature fields depending on the spatial coordinates and different geometric size of
the sample: a) l1  l2   2;2 ; b) l1  l2   1;2 ; c) l1  l2   1;3 ; d) l1  l2   1;4
Figure 3 shows the distribution of moisture fields on sample with different geometrical dimensions depending on
the spatial coordinates after the first hour of drying.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 3. Distribution of moisture fields depending on the spatial coordinates and different geometric size of the
sample: a) l1  l2   2;2 ; b) l1  l2   1;2 ; c) l1  l2   1;3 ; d) l1  l2   1;4
The received graphical results on Figure 2 and Figure 3 give us the possibility to analyze the numerical values of
the process of heating and moisture transferring in an oak bar of specified sizes during drying. The temperature
rises in the bar from the boundary to the centre progressively. With raising the temperature the process of
moisture transferring in the direction from the boundary to the centre of the bar begins. These results are
intuitively clear and correspond with the nature of the process of drying.
The objective of this paper is to show the degree of the influence of the material fractality on the non-isothermal
process moisture transfer and viscous-elastic deformation. Let’s analyze the numerical results and built on their
base graphical dependences of the processes occurring in the material during drying without taking into
consideration material fractality (   1 ) and taking it into account ( 0    1 ).

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4. Distribution of moisture fields depending on the time in different geometric points of the sample: a)
A(0;0) ; b) B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) ; c) C (l1 ; l2 )
Figure 4 shows the distribution of moisture in dependence on time during the first 24 hours of drying in the
points: A(0;0) - the centre of the sample; B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) - the middle of the distance from the centre of the
sample to its angular point; C (l1 ; l2 ) - the angular point of the rectangular bar. These graphic dependences
allow us to estimate the influence of the material fractality on the moisture transfer process.
As it can be seen on figure 4 the humidity from the centre of the sample releases slower than from the closer to
the boundary points. This fact fully corresponds with understanding the process of moisture transfer during
drying. We take into consideration the fact that in fractal materials the moisture transfer process slows down. It is
caused by the heterogeneous structure of the material of wood. The fact that the material fractality has a greater
impact on the process in the centre of the sample than in the points closer to the boundary is obvious.
We can show the values of the components of stress and strain tensors in points A(0;0) , B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) and
C (l1 ; l2 ) in dependence on time and the influence of material fractality.
In figure 5 we see the graphic dependences of the stress component
cross-section.

(a)

 11

on time in different points of the bar

(b)
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(c)
Figure 5. The value of stress components  11 depending on the time at different points in the cross-section of
the bar: a) A(0;0) ; b) B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) ; c) C (l1 ; l2 )
Figure 6 shows the value of stress components  22 depending on the time at different points in the
cross-section of the bar.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6. The value of stress components  22 depending on the time at different points in the cross-section of
the bar: a) A(0;0) ; b) B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) ; c) C (l1 ; l2 )
Figure 7 shows the value of stress components  12 depending on the time at different points in the
cross-section of the bar.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. The value of stress components  12 depending on the time at different points in the cross-section of
the bar: a) A(0;0) ; b) B (l1 / 2; l2 / 2) ; c) C (l1 ; l 2 )
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Graphics in figures 5-7 draw us to the conclusion that the fractal materials obtain such property as "memory".
In his works, Yu.N. Rabotnov has proposed to use fractional exponential function as the basis for approximation
of wood relaxation function that is caused in its turn by the presence of the effect of "memory" in it.
For modelling heat and mass transfer in the wood drying process we use the system of differential equations with
partial derivatives of fractional order and appropriate initial and boundary conditions taking into account certain
parameters of drying chamber and the coefficients characterizing timber. The problem of deformation-relaxative
state is described by a system of differential equations with partial derivatives of fractional order and appropriate
initial and boundary conditions characterizing the rheological behavior of wood. Particularly, in this problem the
relaxation function plays one of the key roles. It is defined as the resolvent of creep function, which in its turn is
determined by the experimental data of the creep of wood.
For approximation of the creep of wood a linear combination of basic functions is used. In the traditional
approach usually the exponential function is chosen for the base. In the process of investigating such rheological
properties of wood as the effects of "memory", self-organization and blur relaxation spectrum were determined.
Materials with these qualities are called materials with fractal structure. Due to that Yu.N. Rabotnov proposed to
use fractional exponential function, later called Rabotnov's function to describe the creep of wood. This leads to
using the mathematical tool of differential equations of fractional order in constructing mathematical models.
In this paper to describe the creep of wood we have taken into account fractional exponential Rabotnov's
function. Approximating experimental creep data of different tree species we concluded that for softwood (linden,
pine, aspen) the degree of fractality is higher than for hard wood (oak, larch, ash). We also compared the
approximants constructed on the base of exponential and fractional exponential functions. With the same number
of basic functions included into the approximant, the approximation error is essentially lower when fractional
exponential functions are used than the bases in comparison with the exponential ones.
Having analyzed the results of non-isothermal moisture transfer problem in capillary-porous materials with
fractal structure we came to the conclusion that using the mathematical tool of differential equations of fractional
order such a phenomenon as subdiffusion ( 0    1 ) can be described. Index of fractional time derivative 
meets fate channels (branches) open for the flow depicted at Figures 4-7.
Analyzing the curves of the components of stress, strain and displacement we can also conclude that the use of
the mathematical tool of differential equations of fractional order allows us to describe the fractal properties of
wood, such as the property of "memory".
5. Conclusion

Using the mathematical tool of differential equations of fractional order to simulate the heat and mass transfer
process and the deformation-relaxative state in capillary-porous materials with fractal structure in comparison
with traditional methods allows us to take into account the effect of "memory", blurring the relaxation spectrum,
the complex nature of spatial correlations and effects of self-organization. The use of finite-difference methods
allows to obtain adequate numerical values of simulated processes. Thus we can conclude that the use of the
mathematical tool of differential equations of fractional order in comparison with traditional methods is more
effective to describe the drying process of wood.
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